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ABSTRACT
The Beijing-Arizona Sky Survey (BASS) is a wide and deep imaging survey to cover a 5400 deg2 area
in the Northern Galactic Cap with the 2.3m Bok telescope using two filters (g and r bands). The Mosaic
z-band Legacy Survey (MzLS) covers the same area in z band with the 4m Mayall telescope. These
two surveys will be used for spectroscopic targeting of the Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument
(DESI). The BASS survey observations were completed in 2019 March. This paper describes the
third data release (DR3) of BASS, which contains the photometric data from all BASS and MzLS
observations between 2015 January and 2019 March. The median astrometric precision relative to Gaia
positions is about 17 mas and the median photometric offset relative to the PanSTARRS1 photometry
is within 5 mmag. The median 5σ AB magnitude depths for point sources are 24.2, 23.6, and 23.0
mag for g, r, and z bands, respectively. The photometric depth within the survey area is highly
homogeneous, with the difference between the 20% and 80% depth less than 0.3 mag. The DR3 data,
including raw data, calibrated single-epoch images, single-epoch photometric catalogs, stacked images,
and co-added photometric catalogs, are publicly accessible at http://batc.bao.ac.cn/BASS/doku.php?
id=datarelease:home.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Beijing-Arizona Sky Survey (BASS1) is a g and
r-band imaging in the northern Galactic cap using Stew-
Corresponding author: Hu Zou
zouhu@nao.cas.cn
1http://batc.bao.ac.cn/BASS/
ard Observatory’s 2.3m Bok telescope on Kitt Peak, Ari-
zona (Zou et al. 2017b). It is one of the three optical
imaging surveys that aim at providing spectroscopic tar-
geting of galaxies and quasars for the Dark Energy Spec-
troscopic Instrument (DESI; DESI Collaboration et al.
2016). The other two imaging surveys are the Dark En-
ergy Camera Legacy Survey (DECaLS; Blum et al. 2016)
and MOSAIC z-band Legacy Survey (MzLS; Silva et
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al. 2016). These three surveys jointly image more than
14,000 deg2 of the sky at high Galactic latitude using
telescopes at the Kitt Peak National Observatory and
the Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory (Dey et
al. 2019).
DESI is a next-generation dark energy experiment
that will accurately measure the expansion rate and
structure growth of the universe by obtaining spectro-
scopic redshifts of several tens of million galaxies and
quasars (DESI Collaboration et al. 2016). In addition
to providing spectroscopic targets for DESI, the three
new imaging surveys above, together with the latest
infrared data (Meisner, Lang & Schlegel 2017, 2018)
from the Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer mission
(WISE; Wright et al. 2010) will allow studies of Galactic
structure, galaxy clusters, AGN evolution, high-redshift
quasars, large-scale structures, and so on (Zou et al.
2017b). Some of these studies making use of the public
data from these surveys include discovering high-redshift
quasars at z > 6 (Wang et al. 2017, 2018; Yang et al.
2019), detecting ultra-diffuse dwarf galaxies (Shi et al.
2017; Zaritsky et al. 2019), searching for changing-look
AGNs and RR Lyrae Stars (Garling et al. 2018; Yang
et al. 2018), investigating the scaling relations of metal-
poor star-forming galaxies (Gao et al. 2018), estimating
photometric redshifts (Zou et al. 2019), and discovering
a strongly lensed quasar (Shu et al. 2018), etc.
BASS covers a sky area of about 5400 deg2 in the
Northern Galactic cap with g and r bands. The MzLS
uses the NOAO 4m Mayall telescope at Kitt Peak to
cover almost the same area with z band. The nominal
imaging depths are g = 24.0, r = 23.4, and z = 22.5 AB
mag for 5σ galaxies with an exponential light profile of
half-light radius rh = 0
′′.45 (Dey et al. 2019). There
were two previous public BASS data releases: DR1,
which includes only BASS data (Zou et al. 2017a) and
DR2, which includes both BASS and MzLS data taken
as of 2017 July (Zou et al. 2018). DR3 presented in this
paper is the final release, which includes all BASS ob-
servations from 2015 January and 2019 March and all
MzLS observations from 2015 November to 2018 Febru-
ary. The goal of this paper is to summarize all sur-
vey aspects, describe accessibility of the DR3 data, and
present data quality of this final release.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an
overview of the BASS and MzLS surveys. Section 3
describes the data reduction, including the imaging pro-
cessing, astrometric calibration, and photometric cali-
bration. The photometric pipeline is described in Sec-
tion 4. Section 5 shows the data quality. Section 6
provides the system transformation equations for trans-
forming the photometric systems of other famous sur-
veys to the BASS/MzLS ones. Section 7 presents the
data access and related data descriptions. Section 8 is
the summary.
2. OVERVIEW OF THE BASS AND MZLS
SURVEYS
DESI will conduct a large-scale spectroscopic survey
using a 5000-fiber multi-object spectroscopic instrument
installed on the Mayall 4-meter telescope at Kitt Peak
National Observatory (DESI Collaboration et al. 2016).
The DESI survey will measure spectroscopic redshifts
of about 35 million galaxies and quasars over a five-year
period between 2020 and 2025 in order to map the ef-
fect of dark energy on the expansion of the universe.
The spectroscopic targets are selected using a combi-
nation of optical imaging data in g, r, and z bands
and near-infrared data in WISE W1 and W2 bands
(Dey et al. 2019). DESI spectroscopic targets include
bright galaxies (0.05 < z < 0.4), luminous red galaxies
(0.4 < z < 1.0), emission line galaxies (0.6 < z < 1.6),
and quasars (z <∼ 3.5). Three new legacy optical imag-
ing surveys were designed to provide photometry needed
for DESI targeting. BASS and MzLS as two of the three
imaging surveys that covers part of the Northern Galac-
tic Cap (see Figure 2 for the survey footprints in Zou et
al. 2017b).
BASS uses the 2.3 m Bok telescope to take g and r-
band imaging over the sky area of about 5,400 deg2 in
the Northern Galactic Cap (δ > 30◦). The Bok tele-
scope is owned and operated by Steward Observatory
of University of Arizona. It is equipped with a wide-
field prime-focus camera, 90Prime, with a field of view
(FoV) of 1◦.08×1◦.03. The camera has a mosaic of four
4k×4k CCDs, which were optimized for the ultraviolet
response. The peak quantum efficiency at 4000 A˚ is
close to 95%. The CCD pixel scale is 0′′.454 and the
filling factor of the mosaic is about 94%.
MzLS uses the 4m Mayall telescope to take z-band
imaging over the same sky area as the BASS (δ > 32◦).
The Mayall telescope is also located at Kitt Peak and is
operated by the National Optical Astronomical Obser-
vatory (NOAO). The prime-focus camera, Mosaic-3, was
populated with four 4k×4k thick deep-depletion CCDs.
It improved z-band efficiency by 60% compared with its
predecessor. The camera FoV is about 36′ and the CCD
pixel scale is about 0′′.26.
Since DECaLS, which covers the southern half of
DESI imaging was obtained by DECam at CTIO, in or-
der to achieve homogeneous target selections for DESI,
it requires that the imaging survey strategy and photo-
metric system are as consistent as possible between the
northern and southern facilities. The photometric sys-
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tems of BASS and MzLS are close to the DECaLS sys-
tem, which is same as used by the Dark Energy Survey
(The Dark Energy Survey Collaboration 2005). How-
ever, there are still some minor differences in the fil-
ter response curves, due to the difference in sites, filter
manufacturing, optical systems, and the detector QE,
etc. The central wavelengths at airmass of 1.0 are 4,789,
6,404, and 9,210 A˚ for BASS g, r, and MzLS z bands,
respectively. For the filter responses, we refer the reader
to the paper of Zou et al. (2018) and the webpage.2
BASS was allocated a total of 387 nights from 2015
January to 2019 March. MzLS was allocated 401 nights
from 2015 October to 2018 February. Both surveys share
a similar observing strategy: (1) the footprint is tiled by
three dithered passes; (2) Pass 1 is observed in both pho-
tometric conditions and good seeing conditions (< 1′′.7
for BASS and < 1′′.3 for MzLS); (3) Pass 2 is observed in
either photometric conditions or good seeing conditions;
(4) Pass 3 is observed in other conditions. The dithered
passes are designed to fill the CCD gaps and ensure that
at least one of the three passes is observed in photomet-
ric and good-seeing conditions. This strategy benefits
the photometric calibration, removal of particle events,
and detecting variable objects, etc. In order to create
a uniform survey, the exposure time was dynamically
adjusted by the Exposure Time Calculator (ETC) ac-
cording to the real time observing conditions (e.g. sky
brightness, transparency, and seeing). It ensures that
different passes meet the same depth requirements.
Figure 1 shows the final coverages of all BASS and
MzLS observations. In addition to the regular sur-
vey footprint as enclosed by dashed cyan line in Fig-
ure 1, there are a few other patches across the sky,
which are test regions (e.g. COSMOS3 and SDSS Stripe
82) and additional observations shared by other pro-
grams/observers. Most of the survey footprint is covered
by three exposures for r and z bands. Those regions
covered by more than three exposures are re-observed
regions, where some of the three passes are not deep
enough. About one third of the g-band footprint is cov-
ered by more than three exposures. It is because that
the data taken in 2015 were shallower due to the issues
with the ETC and additional noise from CCD readout
amplifiers at the beginning of the surveys; the affected
regions were re-observed in the following years. Table 1
summarized some basic information of BASS and MzLS
surveys.
2http://batc.bao.ac.cn/BASS/doku.php?id=datarelease:
telescope and instrument:home#filters
3http://cosmos.astro.caltech.edu/
3. DATA REDUCTION
BASS and MzLS are totally open surveys. The raw
data were immediately released once they were taken
and transferred. These data are processed by dedicated
data reduction pipelines, which provide calibrated data
products. The pipelines achieve detrending all sorts of
instrumental effects and obtaining astrometric and pho-
tometric solutions. The calibrated data are then fed to
a photometric pipeline that generates catalog products.
Table 2 provides the information of all calibrated
single-epoch CCD images, including the median see-
ing (in PSF FWHM), airmass, sky brightness, exposure
time, and 5σ magnitude limit for the PSF magnitude.
The median seeing is about 1′′.6 for g band, 1′′.4 for r
band, and 1′′.0 for z band. The median 5σ depths for
single-epoch images are 23.5, 23.0, and 22.5 mag for g,
r, and z bands, respectively.
3.1. Imaging processing
BASS and MzLS data were taken using different com-
binations of cameras and telescopes, which have their
own instrumental effects. The basic steps of imaging
processing is shown as below. More details can be found
in Zou et al. (2017a, 2018). If not explicitly indicated,
the following operations are applied to both BASS and
MzLS data.
1. Correction of line shifts (only in z band
and new in DR3). Occasionally, sub-blocks of
a MzLS z-band image were shifted in one or more
CCDs, resulting in the overscan being displayed in
the data section of the image. The readout system
can detect such events and mark them in the image
header. These images are discarded since the data
can not be recovered. However, there was one case:
the data section of the image was entirely shifted
by only one pixel to the overscan region. We re-
place the missing line with the corresponding line
in the overscan region.
2. Cross-talk correction. Both BASS and MzLS
data suffers from crosstalk effect of the readout
systems. The intra-CCD and inter-CCD crosstalk
coefficients are calculated using bright stars.
These coefficients are recalculated yearly, because
the cameras were unloaded from the telescope
and serviced every summer, which may change
the crosstalk characteristics. The crosstalk of the
Mosaic-3 camera is more serious than 90Prime.
3. Overscan and bias subtraction. The overscan
correction is based on overscan lines in the CCD
images. A smoothed median overscan line is sub-
tracted. For BASS data, the overscan might be
contaminated by saturated stars. The contam-
4 Hu Zou et al.
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Figure 1. Spatial distributions of exposure numbers for g, r, and z bands. The official DESI survey footprint is outlined in
cyan.
inated regions are identified and masked during
the overscan correction. The median bias is con-
structed from 20 bias frames taken before and af-
ter the night observations. For BASS data taken
in 2015, only the first bias frame is useful for bias
subtraction due to the improper readout mode. A
median bias is generated monthly and used to cor-
rect the data taken in each month.
4. Flat-fielding. Both dome flat and super-sky flat
are used for flat-fielding. The dome flat is used
to correct pixel-to-pixel sensitivity variation. It is
obtained from 20 flat frames taken with telescope
pointing to a white screen. The super-sky flat
is used for illumination correction, which is con-
structed through combining all the science frames.
5. Amplifier gain balancing. The gain for each
CCD amplifier varies with time. It is reflected in
the sky background of the flat-fielded CCD image.
We use the adjacent lines between four amplifiers
of each CCD to balance the gain difference.
6. Removal of pattern noise (only z band). The
MzLS data suffer from serious pattern noise caused
by the electromagnetic interference during reading
out. The pattern noise is eliminated by using a
low-pass filter.
7. Removal of pupil ghost (only z band and
new in DR3). The pupil ghost appears in the
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Table 1. A summary of BASS and MzLS surveys
Telescope and Site BASS MzLS
Telescope 2.3 m Bok 4 m Mayall
Site Kitt Peak Kitt Peak
Elevation 2071 m 2071 m
Camera BASS MzLS
Name 90Prime Mosaic-3
CCD number 4 4
CCD size 4k×4k 4k×4k
Gaps 168′′ (RA), 54′′ (DEC) 52′′ (RA), 62′′ (DEC)
Pixel scale 0′′.45 0′′.26
FoV 1◦.08×1◦.03 36′×36′
Gain ∼1.5 e/ADU ∼1.8 e/ADU
Readout noise 8.4 e 9 e
Readout time 35 s 30 s
Dark current 0.8 e/hr 0.9 e/hr
Filter BASS MzLS
Name g and r z
Effective wavelength 4789 A˚ and 6404 A˚ 9210 A˚
FWHM 1435 A˚, 1420 A˚ 1430 A˚
Survey parameters BASS MzLS
Area 5400 deg2 (δ > 30◦) 5100 deg2 (δ > 32◦)
Median seeing g = 1′′.6, r = 1′′.4 z = 1′′.0
Median depth (5σ) g = 24.2, r = 23.6 z = 23.0
Observation period 2015.1–2019.3 2015.10–2018.2
Table 2. Median observational and quality statistics for calibrated single-epoch CCD images.
Filter number of images airmass exposure time seeing sky brightness 5σ depth
– – – s arcsec mag·arcsec−2 mag
g 101,351 1.08 103 1.58 22.18 23.50
r 79,489 1.10 102 1.43 21.13 22.99
z 243,121 1.11 90 1.02 18.78 22.45
MzLS images. It is located in the center of the
FoV and is quite obvious when the sky background
is bright. We create a ghost pattern image from
the super-sky flat and subtract the scaled pattern
from the CCD image to remove the pupil ghost.
8. Identifying CCD artifacts. Bad pixels are
identified from the linearity measurements of flat
frames taken with different exposure times. We
also identify other CCD artifacts including satu-
rated pixels, black core of saturated stars due to
integer overflow, bleeding trails of saturated stars,
cosmic rays, and satellite tracks.
9. Interpolation over bad pixels and artifacts.
The pixels affected by the above CCD artifacts are
replaced by a bilinear interpolation of surrounding
unaffected pixels.
Finally, three types of images are created, including de-
trended image and weight and flag maps. The weight
map provides the inverse variance of flux for each pixel.
The flag map tags each pixel with a flag to mark the
type of bad pixels. The flag value is a sum of the power
of 2: (1) 1 for bad pixel; (2) 2 for saturation; (3) 4 for
cosmic ray; (4) 8 for satellite track. Figure 2 illustrates
the raw data and processed data.
3.2. Astrometric calibration
The astrometric calibration aims to derive a WCS
solution mapping pixel coordinates to celestial coordi-
nates. In addition to the standard WCS, a function
is needed to describe the focal distortion. The TPV
world coordinate system is adopted in our astrometry.
It builds on the standard TAN projection by adding a
general polynomial distortion correction. We use the
6 Hu Zou et al.
Figure 2. An example of raw and processed data for one BASS g-band exposure. (1) raw images; (2) processed images; (3)
weight images; (4) flag images. There are four images in each panel, representing the CCD mosaic.
Software for Calibrating AstroMetry and Photometry
(SCAMP; Bertin 2006) to calculate astrometric solu-
tions. The SCAMP is run twice for each exposure in
order to derive more accurate solutions.
Our calibration procedure effectively corrects the ef-
fect of atmospheric refraction at least for a mean color
and focal distortions. Differential chromatic refraction
is not considered in the astrometric solutions. 90Prime
has the charge transfer efficiency (CTE) effect that af-
fects the centroid measurements along the CCD readout
direction. This effect results in a detectable astrometric
offset at the amplifier boundary. The offset for CCD #1
is biggest, which is about 70 mas. Further investigations
show that the CTE effect produces linear offsets along
the readout direction and this effect is correlated to the
brightness of sources (e.g. larger gradient for fainter ob-
jects). A dedicated paper about the Bok distortion and
90Prime CTE effect is in preparation. Thus, before run-
ning SCAMP, we perform a correction of the CTE effect
to the pixel positions according to the source bright-
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nesses. The Mosaic-3 CCDs shows residual astrometric
patterns from bonding stresses and small-scale distor-
tions known as “tree rings” (Plazas et al. 2014). We con-
struct the residual astrometric maps using coordinates
of bright stars relative to the positions in the reference
catalog and correct all possible astrometric residuals in
the post-processed catalogs. The astrometric residual
maps are shown in Figure 3.
The reference catalogs for BASS DR1 are from SDSS
and Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS; Skrutskie et
al. 2006). The median astrometric accuracy is about 150
mas (Zou et al. 2017a). In DR2, the Gaia DR1 catalog
(Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016) is adopted. The Gaia
data (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016) provides superbly
accurate astrometric measurements for objects with G
down to 20.5 over the entire sky. The overall astromet-
ric accuracy for BASS DR2 is estimated as 30–50 mas
(Zou et al. 2018). In DR3, we adopt the latest Gaia
DR2 catalog (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018), which are
more complete in the sky coverage and more accurate in
astrometric and photometric measurements. For the as-
trometry, the coordinates of Gaia sources are corrected
with proper motions accessible in the Gaia catalog.
Figure 4 shows the accuracy of astrometric calibration
in grz bands for bright stars in single exposures relative
to the positions in the Gaia DR2 catalog. The scatters
in R.A. and decl. are about 19 mas for BASS g and r
bands and 17 mas for MzLS z band.
3.3. Photometric calibration
The photometric calibration aims to derive a photo-
metric zero point for each CCD image via comparing the
observed instrumental magnitudes of stars with the ones
in the reference catalogs. Zhou et al. (2018) described
our photometric calibration procedure (Zhou et al. 2018)
in detailed; it is tied to the Pan-STARRS1 DR1 photom-
etry (hereafter PS1; Chambers et al. 2016) through a set
of system transformation equations as shown below:
(g − i) ≡(gPS1 − iPS1),
gBASS =gPS1 + 0.01077 + 0.10575(g − i)−
0.02543(g − i)2 + 0.00226(g − i)3,
rBASS =rPS1 + 0.00243− 0.07650(g − i)+
0.02809(g − i)2 − 0.00967(g − i)3,
zMzLS =zPS1 + 0.01029− 0.08774(g − i)+
0.03041(g − i)2 − 0.00947(g − i)3.
(1)
The color terms are empirically determined by compar-
ing BASS and PS1 photometry using stars with photo-
metric errors < 0.05 mag and with color 0.4 < (g− i) <
2.7. These constants are calibrated to the Pickles stel-
lar spectral library (Pickles 1998) using filter response
curves. The above transformation equations are first ap-
plied to the PS1 photometry and then the zero points
are calculated as the difference between the transformed
PS1 magnitudes and instrumental magnitudes. The in-
strumental magnitude is measured with an aperture of
26 pixels in diameter for both BASS and MzLS. The
aperture is about 7 times PSF FWHM for median see-
ing condition.
In addition to the external calibration described
above, which ties the photometry to an external cat-
alog, we also make an internal calibration by using
stars with repeated observations from different expo-
sures. Our tiling strategy ensures that there are plenty
of overlaps between different passes. The photometry
for a specified exposure can be recalibrated by the stars
in overlapping exposures and provide a small correc-
tion to the external zero point. The internal calibration
process is iterative, following these steps: (1) exposures
with good photometric quality and external calibration
are considered as fiducial; (2) for a specified exposure,
common stars with good photometry (unsaturated, iso-
lated, and magnitude error < 0.05 mag) are identified
in this exposure and surrounding exposures; (3) aver-
age zero point offsets of all exposures are calculated by
comparing magnitudes of the common stars; (4) new
offsets are iteratively obtained in the same way as above
after old offsets are applied to revising the magnitudes.
Finally, the internal zero point is determined by adding
the final offsets to the external zero points. The number
of iterations is set to be 20 and usually the offsets con-
verge after several iterations. As shown in Zhou et al.
(2018), the internal calibration could achieve a homoge-
neous photometric calibration over most of the sky with
precision better than 10 mmag. We adopt the internal
zero point if the number of common stars is larger than
100 and magnitude dispersion is less than 0.1, otherwise
we use the external zero point.
There are photometric residuals across the CCD im-
ages, which are mainly caused by imperfect flat-fielding,
focal distortion, CTE effect, and scattered light. The
magnitude residual maps for each band are constructed
by compared our measured magnitudes with those in
the PS1 catalog using bright stars from individual im-
ages. Figure 5 shows the photometric residual maps
for three bands. These photometric residuals are used
in the internal calibration and also used to correct the
photometric measurements for the single-epoch images.
4. PHOTOMETRIC PIPELINE
For most of the survey area, there are three dithered
passes. Different passes are observed under different
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Figure 3. Astrometric residuals in mas relative to the Gaia DR2 positions. (1)–(3) R.A. residuals for g, r, and z bands,
respectively; (4)–(6) decl. residuals for g, r, and z bands, respectively. There are four images in each panel, representing the
CCD mosaic.
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Figure 4. Astrometric precisions relative to the Gaia DR2 positions for single-epoch images in g, r, and z bands. The color
map shows the object density. The scatters of the astrometric offsets in R.A and decl. are displayed in each panel.
weather and seeing conditions. The single-epoch expo-
sures from these passes are combined to form deeper
stacked images. Usually, a stacked image is assem-
bled from tens of exposures taken on different nights
that overlap the area of the stack. The PSF across the
stacked image varies dramatically, so it is very difficult
to model accurately. The photometry in stacked images
would be inaccurate as a result. However, the PSFs
across single-epoch images change smoothly and can be
well modeled. The photometry in single-epoch images
can be more accurate compared with the one in stacked
images. Thus, our photometric strategy is as follows: (1)
sources are detected in stacked images; (2) forced pho-
tometric measurements are made in single-epoch images
with prior knowledge of the object positions from stacks;
(3) these measurements are co-added to form the final
catalogs. The flowchart for the photometric pipeline is
presented in Figure 6. The photometric software is de-
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Figure 5. Photometric residuals in mmag relative to the PS1 photometry. (1)–(3) photometric residuals for g, r, and z bands,
respectively. There are four images in each panel, representing the CCD mosaic.
veloped in Python4 and the stacking procedure is based
on SWarp software.5
4.1. Imaging stacking
The whole sky is divided into equal-area blocks. The
size of each block is 0◦.68, which is corresponding to an
image size of 5400 pixels with a pixel scale of 0′′.454.
Adjacent blocks have overlaps of 0◦.02 in both direc-
tions of right ascension and declination. The stacked
images are generated with a simple tangent-plane pro-
jection around the block center. There are three stacks
for g, r, and z bands and one composite stack combined
with these three stacks. The stacking procedure gen-
erates both stacked images and corresponding weight
images.
The SWarp software is used to resample and co-add
single-epoch images. Median combination is adopted to
remove outlying pixels (e.g. bad pixels, cosmic rays, and
CCD artifacts). Sky background map for each single im-
age is determined to avoid the overestimation caused by
large extended sources or very bright stars. Specifically
speaking, a rough sky background and its RMS maps are
first obtained using a mesh grid with size of 380 pixels.
The sky and RMS value in each grid point is calculated
as the mode and standard deviation of the remaining
pixels after outliers are removed by a 3σ-clipping algo-
rithm. Signal pixels from celestial objects are identified
as those above sky+1.5×RMS. Finally, accurate sky and
RMS maps are determined in the same way as above ex-
cept that the signal pixels are masked. The area occu-
pied by large galaxies or very bright stars are adaptively
masked to cover the faint extended halos.
4https://www.python.org/
5http://www.astromatic.net/software/swarp
To ensure the stacking quality and survey homogene-
ity, we select the single-epoch images satisfying the fol-
lowing conditions:
1. exposure time > 30 s;
2. seeing < 3′′.5 for BASS and < 2′′.5 for MzLS;
3. sky ADU < 15,000 for BASS and < 25,000 for
MzLS;
4. astrometric RMS error < 0′′.5;
5. number of stars used for calculating the zero point
> 50 and zero point RMS error < 0.2 mag;
6. transparency > 0.5, where transparency, reflecting
the atmospheric absorption, is calculated based on
the zero point and airmass;
7. estimated imaging depths: g > 21, r > 20.5, and
z > 20.5 mag.
4.2. Source detection
For each block, sources are detected in four stacked
images. The threshold for signal detection is 1σ above
the sky background, so that most faint objects can be
identified. Sources detected in the four stacks are cross-
matched with a matching radius of 2 pixels. We require
that real objects should be detected at least in two bands
or one band if only one of the three bands were observed.
This detection manner would remove most of the CCD
artifacts, possible transient events (e.g. supernovae),
and moving objects (e.g. asteroids), etc. Because there
are overlaps between blocks, objects are not unique. For
a specified block, all detected objects are cross-matched
with those in adjacent blocks using a matching radius of
1′′.5. The reduplicate sources in the overlapping regions
are made unique according to their respective distances
to the centers of related blocks. The object with the
shortest distance to the block center is preserved.
4.3. Photometry and co-addition
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Figure 6. Flowchart of the photometric pipeline.
The photometry is performed in single-epoch images
with object positions measured in stacked images as
presented above. The single-epoch photometric mea-
surements are co-added to form final catalogs. Before
photometry, objects are first projected onto individual
image. The sky and its RMS maps of this image are
then estimated using the same method as described in
Section 4.1. Signal pixels with values at 1σ above the
sky background are segmented and assigned to the ob-
jects. If the pixel value of an object is less than 1σ above
the sky background, we force to assign a 2×2 pixel seg-
ment to this object. The object position is redetermined
based on the pixel segment. Three types of photometry
are used, which are briefly described as below.
Circular aperture photometry. A total of 12 aper-
tures are used for the circular aperture photometry. The
aperture diameter ranges from 6 to 80 pixels as listed in
Zou et al. (2018).
Isophotal and Kron elliptical aperture photom-
etry. The isophotal photometry is calculated by inte-
grating pixel fluxes within the segment of an object. At
the same time, shapes including axis lengths, elliptic-
ity, and position angle are also calculated. For better
photometric measurements for galaxies, an appropriate
elliptical aperture was defined as “Kron aperture” (Kron
1980). The elliptical aperture is determined in a simi-
lar way as in SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996). It
was reported that more than 94% of the galaxy is lo-
cated in the Kron ellipse, almost independent of their
brightnesses (Bertin & Arnouts 1996). For both circu-
lar aperture and Kron elliptical photometry, each pixel
is divided into a 5×5 grid in order to obtain more accu-
rate flux statistics within the apertures. In addition, if
there are nearby sources close to an object, the total flux
of this object is complemented by mirroring the image
relative to the object center.
PSF photometry. The PSF photometry is most ac-
curate for stars and quasars. The PSF profile for a given
single-epoch image is derived with a similar algorithm
as achieved in PSFEx (Bertin 2011). It is constructed as
a linear combination of pixel basis vectors. The spatial
variation is modeled using a two order polynomial. The
PSF size is 51×51 and the sampling step of 0.5 pixel.
The PSF profile is iteratively determined by stars after
outliers are removed by a 3σ-clipping algorithm. The
outlying stars are those with exceptionally large residu-
als when fitted with the PSF profile. If objects are not
isolated (i.e., the segments are connected to each other),
at most three of them are fitted simultaneously (Zou et
al. 2018).
All the photometric magnitudes measured above for
a single-epoch image are aperture-corrected using the
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growth curve derived from the circular aperture pho-
tometry. The magnitudes are scaled to the aperture
magnitude with a aperture diameter of 26 pixels, which
is adopted for the photometric flux calibration as men-
tioned in Section 3.3. The astrometric and photomet-
ric residual maps as presented Section 3.2 and 3.3 are
used to correct the astrometric and photometric mea-
surements in the single-epoch catalogs.
Multiple photometric measurements from single-
epoch catalogs for the same object are combined to
generate deep co-added catalogs. We use weighted av-
erages (weights of inverse variances) of these measure-
ments including position, shape, and flux/magnitude.
For each parameter, the standard deviation of multiple
measurements is also computed. The minimum, max-
imum and average seeing, sky brightness and number
of exposures, and observation time in Julian day are
calculated for each object.
5. QUALITY ASSESSMENT OF THIS DATA
RELEASE
5.1. Completeness and false rate of source detection
Our sources are detected in the stacked images and are
required to be identified in at least two bands. It nat-
urally removes the moving objects (e.g. astroids) and
transients (e.g. novae and supernovae). To check the
completeness and false detection rate, we use the cata-
logs from the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope Legacy
Survey (CFHTLS6) as the references. The CFHTLS
provide two-component imaging surveys: “CFHTLS
Deep” and “ CFHTLS Wide”. There are four indepen-
dent deep pointings for the deep survey, giving 80% com-
pleteness limits in AB magnitudes of g = 26.0, r = 25.6,
and z = 25.0 for point sources, which are about 2 magni-
tude deeper than the BASS and MzLS surveys. The me-
dian seeing in r band is about 0′′.7. One of the four deep
fields, CFHTLS-D3, is within the BASS footprint. It is
located at (α = 14:19:27, δ = +52:40:56). We use the
photometric catalog for this field in CFHTLS T0007 Re-
lease (Hudelot et al. 2012). The completeness and false
rate of the source detection are estimated by compar-
ing with the sources in the deep CFHTLS-D3 catalog.
As shown in Figure 7, the 80% completenesses are 23.4,
22.9, and 21.7 mag for g, r, and z bands, respectively.
The total false detection rate is about 7.4% in com-
parison with the CFHTLS-D3 detections. By visually
checking these “false detections” on the images, we find
that more than half of them are real objects. Thus we
expect the false detection rate would be less than 3%.
6http://www.cfht.hawaii.edu/Science/CFHLS/
The COSMOS field was also observed by BASS, but
the depths are shallower than the nominal depths. As
compared with the ultra-deep COSMOS catalog Leau-
thaud et al. (2007), the false detection rate is about
1.8%. About 1/3 of them are real objects as checked by
eyes.
5.2. Star-galaxy seperation
Star-galaxy separation relies on the degree of an ob-
jects’s resemblance to a point-like source. The mag-
nitude difference of point-like and extended sources is
adopted as a classifier in imaging surveys such SDSS,
Hyper Suprime-Cam Subaru Strategic Program (Aihara
et al. 2018, HSC-SSP), and PS1. It can be expected that
this kind of classification would perform worse at the
fainter magnitude end, where distant galaxies can not
be resolved so that they look like point sources. Addi-
tional information such as colors as well as morphology
would improve the classification accuracy. We adopt the
above two ways to separate stars from galaxies.
Deeper and higher-resolution imaging surveys are
needed to provide fiducial source types and assess the
classification accuracy. An examination with the COS-
MOS classification of Leauthaud et al. (2007) shows
that the star/galaxy separation in CFHTLS catalogs
is not reliable enough. We adopt a similar method to
that of Leauthaud et al. (2007) to separate stars from
galaxies in CFHTLS-D3, which is based on the source
distributions on the MU MAX and MAG AUTO plane
(It is motivated by the fact that the light distribution
of a point source scales with magnitude. Point sources
therefore occupy a well-defined locus in the plane of
MU MAX vs. MAG AUTO).
We use the magnitude difference between the Kron
and PSF magnitudes as the star/galaxy classifier for
each band. The difference is close to zero for point
sources and negative for extended sources. The thresh-
olds are set to maximize the total success rate of
both star and galaxy types when compared with the
CFHTLS-D3 classification. Objects are classified as
stars in each band if magnitude differences satisfy
gKRON − gPSF > −0.101,
rKRON − rPSF > −0.093,
zKRON − zPSF > −0.047.
(2)
The global type is determined as one of the three types
in the order of z, r, and g bands. This classification
method based on the magnitude difference can produce
a classification even for objects observed in one single
band. Figure 8 shows the classification accuracy as func-
tion of Kron magnitude relative to the classifications
in CFHTLS-D3. The accuracy for stars (galaxies) is
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Figure 7. The detection completenesses as functions of the Kron magnitudes for g, r, and z bands.
defined as the fraction of stars (galaxies) in our clas-
sification that are also classified as stars (galaxies) in
CFHTLS-D3.
We combine colors and morphologies to produce a
more accurate classification by using a supervised ma-
chine learning algorithm. The artificial neural networks
(ANN) is adopted. It needs a training set to trans-
form the observables to source types. The training
set are the objects labelled by reliable classifications
in the CFHTLS-D3 field. Equal numbers of stars and
galaxies are selected, which are randomly divided into
training and testing sets. The training set is used to
train ANN to derive a relationship between the obser-
vational information and source type. The testing set
is used to assess the classification quality. The input
observables include the color and morphological mea-
surements in three bands: (1) colors of g − r, r − z,
g − z; (2) ellipticity defined as the 1 − B/A, where A
and B is half major and minor axes, respectively; (3)
KRON RADIUS/FWHM ISO indicating the size differ-
ence between extended and point-like sources, where
KRON RADIUS is the Kron radius and FWHM ISO is
the FWHM of the isophotal profile. Figure 9 present the
classification accuracy for the objects in the testing set
using our trained ANN. The accuracy can be as high as
80% at the magnitude limits. Comparing with the clas-
sification based on the magnitude difference, the ANN
method needs complete photometric measurements for
all three bands but it produces a higher classification
accuracy.
5.3. Astrometric and photometric accuracy
Figure 10 shows the spatial distributions of the astro-
metric offsets and RMSs in the g, r, and z bands relative
to the Gaia DR2 catalog positions. These astrometric
statistics are calculated by a 3σ-clipping algorithm. The
offsets and RMSs of R.A. and decl. for 20%, 50% and
80% of the survey footprint and corresponding total as-
trometric accuracy are listed in Table 3. In general, the
median astrometric offsets relative to the Gaia DR2 are
less than 1 mas and the median astrometric accuracy is
about 17 mas. The astrometric accuracy at higher dec-
lination is slightly worse than that at lower declination.
It is mainly caused by the effect of differential chromatic
refraction.
We compare the co-added PSF photometry with the
PSF magnitude in the PS1 catalog to check the photo-
metric homogeneity. The bright unsaturated stars with
PSF magnitudes between 16 and 20.5 mag are used and
the offsets are calculated using a 3σ clipping algorithm.
In addition, the PS1 magnitudes are transformed to the
BASS/MzLS photometric system through the transfor-
mation equations as given in Section 6. Figure 11 dis-
plays the spatial distributions of the photometric offsets
relative to the PS1 photometry. The photometric off-
sets for different fractions of the survey footprint are
provided in Table 4. The median offsets for g, r, and z
bands are all within 5 mmag. The magnitude offsets for
most of the survey area are within 10 mmag.
5.4. Photometric depths
The 5σ magnitude limits are estimated as the me-
dian PSF magnitude with photometric error at ∼ 0.21
mag. Figure 12 shows the 5σ depths for g, r, and z
bands. Figure 13 shows the cumulative distributions of
the magnitude limits and Table 5 lists the depth val-
ues for different fractions of the survey area. The steep
slopes of the distributions in Figure 13 indicate the sur-
vey homogeneity. The median depths are 24.2, 23.6, 23.0
mag for g, r, and z bands, respectively. The difference
between the 20% and 80% depth is less than 0.3 mag.
The number count of sources also reflects the imaging
depth. Figure 14 shows the number counts of BASS ob-
jects in the CFHTLS-D3 field for g, r, and z bands.
The count peaks are located at 23.6, 23.1, and 22.4
mag for BASS g and r and MzLS z bands, respec-
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Figure 8. Star-galaxy classification accuracy based on the difference of the Kron and PSF magnitudes. The classification from
CFHTLS-D3 is used as a reference.
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Figure 9. Star-galaxy classification accuracy based on ANN. The classification from CFHTLS-D3 is used as a reference.
Table 3. Astrometric offset and RMS relative to the Gaia DR2 catalog positions
Percentage R.A. offset R.A. RMS decl. offset decl. RMS Total astrometric RMS
– mas mas mas mas mas
20% -1.4 12.2 -3.4 13.9 14.3
50% 0.2 14.7 -0.6 16.7 16.9
80% 2.6 18.5 1.8 20.3 20.3
Table 4. Photometric offsets relative to PS1 photometry
Percentage Photometric offset (g) Photometric offset (r) Photometric offset (z)
– mmag mmag mmag
20% -5.2 -5.7 -6.2
50% -2.2 -0.7 -1.7
80% 0.7 2.7 2.2
tively. The number counts for the CFHTLS and PS1
catalogs are also plotted for comparison. The objects in
the CFHTLS catalog is regarded to be complete in the
magnitude range of Figure 14 . The number counts for
PS1 g, r, and z bands peaks at 22.2, 22.0, 21.0 mag ,
respectively, which are more than 1 mag shallower than
BASS.
6. SYSTEM TRANSFORMATION EQUATIONS
We provide the system transformation equations that
can be used to convert the magnitudes of other wide
or deep surveys to the BASS/MzLS photometric sys-
tem. These transformation equations are derived using
PSF magnitudes and suitable for normal stars with
0.3 < g − i < 2.7 or 0.3 < g − z < 4.0. They should be
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Figure 10. Spatial distributions of the astrometric offsets and RMSs relative to the Gaia DR2 catalog positions. The official
DESI survey footprint is outlined in cyan.
Table 5. 5σ photometric depths for PSF magnitudes
Percentage Depth (g) Depth(r) Depth (z)
– mag mag mag
20% 24.09 23.43 22.89
50% 24.23 23.56 23.03
80% 24.37 23.68 23.16
also reasonable for normal galaxies without strong emis-
sion lines. The surveys include PS1, SDSS, HSC-SSP,
CFHTLS, and DECaLS and corresponding transforma-
tion equations are shown as follows.
PS1 to BASS/MzLS
(g − i) ≡(gPS1 − iPS1),
gBASS =gPS1 + 0.01327 + 0.09322(g − i)−
0.01296(g − i)2 − 0.00123(g − i)3,
rBASS =rPS1 − 0.01132− 0.06871(g − i)+
0.02802(g − i)2 − 0.01032(g − i)3,
zMzLS =zPS1 + 0.02294− 0.13983(g − i)+
0.06771(g − i)2 − 0.01754(g − i)3.
(3)
SDSS to BASS/MzLS
(g − i) ≡(gSDSS − iSDSS),
gBASS =gSDSS + 0.01475− 0.05067(g − i)−
0.00703(g − i)2 − 0.00185(g − i)3,
rBASS =rSDSS − 0.02990− 0.09839(g − i)+
0.05239(g − i)2 − 0.01459(g − i)3,
zMzLS =zSDSS + 0.00009− 0.06104(g − i)+
0.02899(g − i)2 − 0.00714(g − i)3.
(4)
HSC-SSP to BASS/MzLS
(g − i) ≡(gHSC − iHSC),
gBASS =gHSC + 0.01475− 0.05067(g − i)−
0.00703(g − i)2 − 0.00185(g − i)3,
rBASS =rHSC − 0.02990− 0.09839(g − i)+
0.05239(g − i)2 − 0.01459(g − i)3,
zMzLS =zHSC + 0.00009− 0.06104(g − i)+
0.02899(g − i)2 − 0.00714(g − i)3.
(5)
CFHTLS to BASS/MzLS
(g − i) ≡(gCFHTLS − iCFHTLS),
gBASS =gCFHTLS − 0.06107 + 0.06023(g − i)+
0.02627(g − i)2 − 0.01317(g − i)3,
rBASS =rCFHTLS − 0.09247− 0.06329(g − i)+
0.03335(g − i)2 − 0.01186(g − i)3,
zMzLS =zCFHTLS − 0.04811− 0.10862(g − i)+
0.05005(g − i)2 − 0.01204(g − i)3.
(6)
DECaLS to BASS/MzLS
(g − z) ≡(gDECaLS − zDECaLS),
gBASS =gDECaLS − 0.01478 + 0.07557(g − z)−
0.01977(g − z)2 + 0.00232(g − z)3,
rBASS =rDECaLS − 0.03701 + 0.02209(g − z)−
0.0042(g − z)2 + 0.00074(g − z)3,
zMzLS =zDECaLS − 0.02578− 0.01494(g − z)+
0.00544(g − z)2 − 0.00103(g − z)3.
(7)
7. DATA ACCESS AND DESCRIPTION
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Figure 11. Spatial distributions of photometric offsets relative to the PS1 photometry for g, r, and z bands. The official DESI
survey footprint is outlined in cyan..
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The data are accessible at the BASS official website.7
The services of the database and data retrieval are pro-
vided by Chinese Virtual Observatory (China-VO). The
DR3 page8 describes how to access the data. The fol-
lows list the links to download the data:
1. Searching for raw data: http://explore.china-vo.
org/data/bassdr3rawdata/f;
2. Searching for files of single-epoch images and cata-
logs: http://explore.china-vo.org/data/bassdr3images/
f;
3. Searching for files of stacked images, detections,
and co-added catalogs: http://explore.china-vo.
org/data/bassdr3stack/f;
4. Searching for sources in co-added catalogs: http:
//explore.china-vo.org/data/bassdr3coadd/f;
5. Generating “wget” scripts for downloading files:
http://batc.bao.ac.cn/BASS/doku.php?id=datarelease:
dr3:dr3 wgetbulk:;
6. Directory tree for expert access: BASS at http://
batc.bao.ac.cn/BASS/doku.php?id=datarelease:
dr2:dr2 wgetbulk: and MzLS at http://das101.
china-vo.org/bass/rawdata/index.html;
7. Directories for BASS and MzLS Raw data: http:
//das101.china-vo.org/bass/MZLS Raw/index.
html;
8. Viewing online color images and catalogs through
the sky viewer: http://skyview.china-vo.org/.
There are also summary tables that contain the infor-
mation of the images and catalogs (refer to the website
for detailed descriptions of these files):
7http://batc.bao.ac.cn/BASS/doku.php?id=datarelease:
home
8http://batc.bao.ac.cn/BASS/doku.php?id=datarelease:dr3:
home
1. bassmzls-dr3-rawinfo.fits: information for the raw
data;
2. bassmzls-dr3-ccdinfo.fits: information for single-
CCD images;
3. blocks-dr3-prior.fits: information for stacked im-
ages;
The directory tree contains the following subdirecto-
ries:
1. single image: calibrated single-epoch CCD im-
ages;
2. single cat: catalogs for single-epoch CCD images;
3. stack: stacked images and RGB color images;
4. coadd cat: co-added catalogs;
5. detection: detection catalogs for stacked images,
used for forced photometry in single-epoch images;
6. files: summary table files;
The raw data include 160 k science frames and cal-
ibration frames (e.g. bias, dome flats, and twilight
flats) from BASS and MzLS. There are about 430 k
calibrated single-epoch CCD images. Each CCD im-
age has corresponding weight and mask images. The
zero point (zp) used for transforming flux (f) to mag-
nitude (m = 2.5 log f + zp) can be found in the image
header. The summary file of single CCD images pro-
vides the quality information, such as seeing, zero point
accuracy, and sky brightness. It can be used for filter-
ing bad-quality images. Images with “IMQ==1” are
selected to generate our stacks and single-epoch cata-
logs. The zero points for the stacked images in g, r, and
z bands are all set to be 30 and each stack has a weight
image. The stacks are generated using related single-
epoch images taken by various observational conditions.
The photometry in stacked images is not suitable for
accurate photometry as discussed before.
The BASS DR3 sources are identified in the stacked
images. There are corresponding detection catalogs.
Catalogs for single-epoch CCD images include forced
photometry based on the prior knowledge of the object
positions from the detection catalogs. The co-added
catalogs are combined from these single-epoch cata-
logs, which provide deep and accurate photometric mea-
surements. The star/galaxy separation based on ANN
(“TYPE ANN” in the co-added catalogs) is better than
the one based on the magnitude difference (“TYPE”) if
there are valid photometry for all three bands. The Kron
magnitude can well describe the brightness for both ex-
tended and point-like sources and the PSF magnitude
is the best for the point sources. There are flags for ob-
jects in each band (“FLAG ISO”) to indicate that the
objects are contaminated by bad pixels. The column of
“NOBJ ISO” can be used for recognizing objects close to
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Figure 14. Source number counts for BASS g and r and MzLS z bands in the CFHTLS-D3 field (dashed lines). The number
counts from the catalogs of CFHTLS and PS1 are plotted in solid and dotted lines, respectively.
bright stars and large extended sources (isolated objects
have NOBJ ISO = 1). For more information about the
images and catalogs, one can refer to the DR3 website.
The sky viewer is developed based on Aladin HiPS.9 It
allows users to visualize and browse the color images and
catalogs online. Figure 15 shows several image cutouts
of nearby objects.
8. SUMMARY
The BASS project is a new wide and deep imaging
survey using the 2.3 m Bok telescope to cover an area of
5400 deg2 over the northern sky. The MzLS covers the
same area as the BASS using the 4 m Mayall telescope.
These two surveys provide deep grz-band photometry
that is mainly used for the spectroscopic target selec-
tions of DESI. In addition to the spectroscopic target-
ing, there have been scientific investigations based on
our previously released data over diverse topics, such
as high-redshift quasars, ultra-diffuse galaxies, AGNs,
star-forming galaxies, strong lensing systems, and vari-
able stars. Benefiting from the complete DESI imag-
ing data, there will be broader applications of the data
to the studies ranging from the Milk Way, to galaxies,
large-scale structures, and the high redshift universe.
The observations of BASS and MzLS have been com-
pleted. During the past years, we have released two
versions of data (DR1 and DR2). This paper give a sum-
mary of the surveys and detailed descriptions of our DR3
including updated data reduction pipelines and data
characteristics. The DR3 includes all BASS and MzLS
data taken between 2015 January and 2019 March. We
achieve a median astrometric precision of 17 mas rela-
tive to the Gaia DR2 and photometric offset less than
5 mmag relative the PS1. The median 5σ depths for
9http://aladin.u-strasbg.fr/hips/
point sources are 24.2, 23.6, and 23.0 mag for g, r, and z
bands, respectively. The data can be accessed at the offi-
cial website of http://batc.bao.ac.cn/BASS/doku.php?
id=datarelease:home.
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